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Abstract. Patients diagnosed with dementia of the Alzheimer’s type (DAT) often 
show two symptoms early on: the inability to navigate space effectively and a 
deterioration of their language skills, especially on semantic tasks. In this work, I 
look at whether the inability to navigate space is reflected in the spontaneous speech 
of DAT patients. Through a corpus analysis of narratives by DAT and control 
participants, I investigate the hypothesis that DAT patients provide less spatial 
information than healthy controls (mirroring the decline of effective spatial 
reasoning in language production). This hypothesis was not supported for 
locative/stative descriptions using in, on, and at; both groups included this 
information equally often. However, significant differences between the groups were 
found for the inclusion of the spatial terms left and right as well directional/dynamic 
spatial information indicated by into, onto, from, and to. This difference between 
locative/stative and directional/dynamic spatial information has not previously been 
reported. I argue that it aligns with Chatterjee’s (2008) proposal of the relational 
features of spatial language and that these features can be differently affected in 
DAT patients, aligning it with the spatial navigation impairment in these participants. 
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1. Introduction. Two early signs of dementia, in particular Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), are that
the person fails to navigate space effectively - the person gets lost on their way (see among 
others Cherrier et al., 2001, and references cited therein) - and that the person shows symptoms 
of linguistic deterioration (see among others Verma & Howard, 2012, and references cited 
therein). In this paper, I investigate whether people with a diagnosis of probable dementia of the 
Alzheimer’s type (DAT)1 show a connection between these two hallmarks of DAT by 
investigating whether DAT participants spontaneously include the same amount of spatial 
information in a narrative as (elderly) control subjects do. The investigated hypothesis is that 
DAT participants include less spatial information in their narratives than the control group 
(reflecting the deficits in spatial cognition in language). This work is a first step in investigating 
whether the deterioration of the two cognitive systems (spatial navigation and language) in DAT 
patients are linked or independent of each other.  
The article is structured as follows: in section 2, I provide the background on spatial terms in 
English (section 2.1) as well as spatial reasoning (section 2.2) and language skills (section 2.3) in 
DAT patients. Following that (section 3), I describe the rational for my study, its materials and 
participants. In section 4, I present the results of my work and discuss the findings (section 5). 
The paper concludes in section 6.  
* Many thanks to Mark Johnson and the Friday Morning Writing Group for help with this paper. All mistakes are
mine. Much of the work was done while at East Carolina University. Author: Solveig Bosse, Brain Capital 
(Solveig.Bosse@gmail.com) 
1 A variety of different abbreviations are used in the literature for people with a diagnosis of (possible/probable)
Alzheimer’s disease. For consistency purposes, I will refer to the disease as DAT and the affected people as DAT 
patients or DAT participants throughout this paper.
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2. Background.
2.1 TALKING ABOUT SPACE. In English, much spatial information is conveyed by prepositions 
(e.g. in, on, toward, over, under, between). These prepositions can be used to describe stative 
locative arrangements, such as entity X is on/ in/ under entity Y, as well as dynamic movements 
through space, such as entity X moves towards/ into/ from entity Y.2 In addition, verbs can carry 
certain types of spatial information (e.g. enter, exit, ascend, stand/lay). Lastly, the cardinal 
coordinates (north, south, east, west) as well as the egocentric terms of right and left can provide 
spatial information.  
Many studies have investigated the influences of a language’s spatial terminology in relation 
to the native speakers’ spatial reasoning and memory as well as the acquisition of these terms 
and the development of spatial reasoning in children (see Hermer-Vazquez et al., 2001; Munnich 
et al., 2001 and references cited therein). There is currently no consensus on what effects spatial 
language has on other cognitive tasks (spatial or non-spatial). One theory seems to be that 
language is a cognitive system that can be temporarily recruited to solve spatial problems but is 
neither necessary nor sufficient for such tasks (Landau et al., 2009). The role of language in 
thinking and potential influences of language (and its availability) on thought are unclear at this 
point  (Tillas, 2015). My research follows the call for detailed studies of spatial language by 
Chatterjee (2008, p. 234): 
“Understanding profound deficits of thought and language experienced by brain-
damaged subjects is critical to designing targeted rehabilitation interventions. 
Ultimately, we need to know the nature of communication deficits experienced by 
aphasic individuals beyond simply their naming deficits. A greater focus on 
spatial language and its deficits will deepen our understanding of the 
communication problems aphasic individuals might experience that would not be 
evident when simply testing for object knowledge or even syntactic competence.”  
2.2 DAT AND SPATIAL REASONING. DAT patients and their ability to navigate space, orient 
themselves in space, perform mental rotation task have often been investigated. Some results 
relevant for my work are described in the following. 
In navigation tasks, the participant is usually asked to navigate a route either on a 2D map, 
physically towards a particular goal or along a predetermined path, or in a computer-supported 
virtual reality. There is overall consensus that spatial navigation is difficult for DAT patients and 
that their spatial skills deteriorate over the course of the disease to the point that patients get lost 
even in familiar environments such as their own homes (Coughlan et al., 2018, among others).  
These spatial navigation experiments often investigate both egocentric and allocentric 
navigation strategies (see Coughlan et al., 2018, among many others for descriptions). The 
former are strategies where someone evaluates the spatial scene in relation to their own body. 
This strategy is usually used for navigating the same path repeatedly. In allocentric tasks, the 
relation between different objects or landmarks are used for navigational purposes, often to 
navigate an unknown space. Healthy humans employ both strategies together to navigate space 
successfully. Brouwers et al. (1984) show that DAT patients perform on par with control subjects 
2 Kemmerer (2005) shows that despite the fact that most of the English spatial prepositions also have a temporal use,
the two uses can be selectively impaired. He consequently argues that while historically the connection between the 
two interpretations might have been metaphorical, this is not how current English speakers process the two uses of 
these prepositions; rather, the spatial and the temporal interpretations of the preposition are two independent 
processes.
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on spatial tasks that involve an egocentric space but not on extrapersonal/allocentric tasks. This 
is in contrast to Flicker et al. (1988) who report that left-right orientation is impaired in DAT 
patients while no such impairment was observed for the control group of older adults. Recently, 
researchers seem to find increased evidence that spatial navigational skills decline with age, with 
the observed spatial/topographical disorientation being significantly worse in DAT patients (see 
among others Lithfous et al., 2013; Coughlan et al., 2018). DAT patients perform worse than 
controls on real-life navigation tasks that including route learning, drawing of the route, and 
recognizing the same route (Cherrier, et al., 2001; deIpolyi et. al., 2007). Furthermore, deIpolyi 
et al. (2007. p. 990) argue that the “… navigation impairments are not a product of generalized 
cognitive decay and instead reflect selective deficits in the spatial domain.” This impairment in 
spatial navigation is so unique in its severity that Coughlan et al. (2018) argue for it to be 
integrated better into the DAT diagnostics. However, the DAT patients performed equally well 
as the controls in recognizing landmarks that had been pointed out to them on the route in these 
studies (Cherrier, et al., 2001; deIpolyi et. al., 2007). 
Lastly, spatial memory decline has been shown in DAT patients. Carlesimo et al. (1994) 
show that DAT patients perform significantly worse on a forward and backward spatial memory 
span task than controls. Similarly, deIpolyi et al. (2007) report that DAT patients perform poorly 
on forward and backward route learning tests.  
To summarize findings concerning DAT patients and their spatial skills, Monacelli et al. 
(2003, p. 1496) state: “Therefore, the deficits that define AD [Alzheimer’s Disease] limit these 
patients to spatial orientation strategies that are based on visual perceptual analyses. In contrast, 
normal subjects can use orientation strategies that place greater emphasis on memory and verbal 
mechanisms. … This is consistent with evidence that separate spatial and verbal capacities are 
combined to influence orientation and navigation.” This provides the starting point of my work - 
to investigate the ‘separate spatial and verbal capacities’. I hypothesize that the inability of DAT 
patients to perform spatial tasks on the same level as healthy control participant results in the 
former providing less spatial information in spontaneous narratives. While this research is not 
claiming that providing spatial information in narratives is dependent on spatial navigation skills, 
it based on the idea that if spatial orientation and navigation is a difficult task for DAT patients, 
they will not voluntarily provide this kind of information in an unguided task. My research is 
thus only a starting point into if/how spatial reasoning and verbal performance are connected in 
DAT patients.  
2.3 DAT AND LANGUAGE. There is broad consensus in the literature that DAT patients’ 
linguistic abilities deteriorate, often before the DAT diagnosis is made (Verma & Howard, 
2012). Consequently, linguistic deterioration is often seen as a diagnostic marker of DAT 
(Coughlan et al., 2018, among others).  
To identify the precise linguistic impairment and potentially aid the diagnosis of DAT, 
different linguistic abilities of DAT patients have been investigated. Overall these studies 
indicate that early on the patients’ performance on semantic tasks, such as naming and word-
finding, deteriorates; other linguistic abilities, such as pronunciation and syntax, remain intact in 
the early stages of the disease but are affected later on as well (Fraser et al., 2016; Forbes et al., 
2002). Building on such findings, Orimaye et al. (2017) describe a variety of syntactic and 
semantic features that differ significantly between DAT patients and a control group. The 
identified significant differences include the number of predicates included in utterances, the 
frequency of repetitions, and the inclusion of word replacements and incomplete words. In 
addition, these researchers also found several linguistic features that did not differ between DAT 
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and healthy participants, including the use of coordinated and subordinated sentences, the 
inclusion of function words, the overall word count, and the number of morphemes.  
Two aspects of the linguistic performance of DAT patients seem particularly relevant for the 
current work, namely the use of preposition as well as the patients’ precise semantic 
impairments. In terms of word classes, Thomas et al. (2005) found that “closed class words were 
particularly helpful in predicting the level of language deficit in patients” (p. 1754). Furthermore, 
Bucks et al. (2000) observed that DAT patients use pronouns, adjectives, and verbs more than 
control participants, but the DAT patients use fewer nouns. Similarly, Alegria et al. (2013) show 
that prepositions, pronouns, adverbs, and interjections are used more by DAT patients than by 
healthy controls. Additionally, Fraser et al. (2016) found that DAT patients produced 
significantly more pronouns and high frequency words, while producing fewer nouns than 
controls. This finding leads to their suggestion that “[t]his potential connection between the 
omission of certain content words [nouns by DAT patients] and a reduction in prepositional 
phrases will require further investigation in future work.” (pp. 415-416) This is directly 
addressed by my research question: do DAT patients spontaneously include fewer spatial 
prepositions (and therefore prepositional phrases) than healthy controls in narratives? 
Turning to the actual semantic content provided by DAT patients, Thomas et al. (2005) 
describe the linguistic deterioration in DAT patients to include “shallow vocabulary” (p. 1570). 
According to Fraser et al. (2016, p. 414), the semantic information provided by DAT patients is 
“relatively uninformative [in] picture descriptions”. Beyond these broad generalizations, few 
studies have investigated actual semantic content that is missing from DAT patients’ narratives. 
Mostly naming studies have been performed to investigate the semantic knowledge of DAT 
patients. These typically show impairments for DAT participants on such tasks (see Verma and 
Howard (2012) among others). Given this lack of detailed investigations into the type of 
semantic content missing from DAT patients’ language, I investigate whether specifically spatial 
information is provided at a different frequency by DAT and control participants. The idea is that 
DAT patients’ inability to navigate space effectively is reflected in them not providing 
information about spatial relations in spontaneous speech. 
3. Materials and Method.
3.1 PICTURE NARRATIVE. According to Forbes et al. (2002), “[v]erbal picture descriptions are 
among the most sensitive measures for assessing spontaneous speech in AD.” (p. 357) This is 
due to the fact that the presence of the picture reduces the memory load. Furthermore, it allows 
the participants to freely decide on the aspects of the picture they want to talk about. 
Consequently, I picked picture narratives for this analysis.  
3.2 PARTICIPANTS. 226 transcripts of the Boston Cookie Theft picture narratives were selected 
from the Pitt Corpus (Becker et al., 1994) available at DementiaBank.3 The transcripts 
represented 89 healthy individuals and 137 individuals classified as ‘dementia probable’ (DAT). 
For those individuals who had more than one transcript of the cookie theft picture available in 
the database, the latest available recording was chosen. Consequently, the age of the participants 
is not always precisely known, but with that caveat in mind, the healthy adults ranged from 46-
81 years and the dementia patients were 53-88 years of age. 53 healthy participants were female; 
90 of DAT participants identified as female.  
3 Orimaye et al. (2017) states that this picture “has been shown to be clinically relevant in identifying linguistic
deficits in both Alzheimer’s disease and Aphasia patients.” (p. 3)
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3.3 METHOD. Using CLAN, all utterances including the terms on, in, at, from, to, into, onto, left, 
and right were extracted from the transcripts.4 All of these utterances were coded by hand for 
their spatial use of the relevant term. Immediate word repetitions were excluded (as to not skew 
the quantitative analysis). Furthermore, all uses of these terms referring to clothes and glasses 
were excluded (e.g. she has a dress on, she’s in a dress, she has glasses on) although these uses 
could arguably be viewed as including spatial information (e.g. the dress is ‘located’ on the girl). 
The frequency of the use of each spatial term was recorded for each participant. The frequencies 
were then normed to 100 words using each participant’s word count (ranging from 32-485 words 
for healthy participants and 22-300 for DAT patients). Due to the fact that the normality 
assumption was not met, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was performed for all 
statistical analyses. 
4. Results.
4.1 LEFT VS. RIGHT. The first analysis looked at the use of the inclusion of the spatial terms left 
and right. The normed frequencies of the two terms were combined due to the overall low 
number of occurrences of each term. The Mann-Whitney U test returned a significant result 
(Z(137, 89) = -2.946, p =.003), indicating that the healthy and DAT participants did not include 
this information equally often in their descriptions; the healthy participants (Mean = .21, Median 
= 0) provided this information more often than the DAT participants (Mean = .03, Median = 0) 
4.2 LOCATION. The next analysis performed combined the normed frequencies of three spatial 
terms often used to indicate location (on, in, at) in order to see if the healthy and DAT 
participants included this information equally often. No significant differences were found 
concerning the inclusion of information about the location by DAT and control participants 
(Z(137 89) = -.14, p> .05).  
4.3 DIRECTION. Next, the information concerning direction was investigated. For this, the 
normed frequencies of four terms often used to indicate direction (from, to, into, onto) were 
combined. A significant difference between the control group and the DAT patients was 
observed (Z(137, 89) - -3.447, p = .001). Control participants (Mean = .921, Median = .847) 
provided directional information more frequently than DAT participants (Mean = .59, Median = 
0). 
4.4 STATIC AND DYNAMIC. To follow up on the results for the information concerning location 
and direction, some data was recoded to perform a more stringent analysis of this information. 
During the spatial coding of the words on and in, it was noticed that sometimes participants used 
these terms with a directional meaning (e.g. the water spilled on the floor) rather than a strictly 
locational one. Consequently, the data for in, on, into and onto was recoded for this directional 
use, and two new groups of words were formed. Group 1 included the uses of in, on, and at 
representing truly static, locational information; group 2 was created by combining the uses of in 
and on with into, onto, from and to to investigate the truly dynamic, directional information 
provided by the participants. The analyses for these new groups of spatial information confirm 
the previous findings: the static information is included equally often by healthy and DAT 
participants (Z(137, 89) = -.075, p = .94) whereas the inclusion of dynamic information shows a 
4 The cardinal directions were not included as they are typically not used for small scale description, such as the
cookie theft picture, in English. Furthermore, the verbs carrying spatial information were left for future research (see 
discussion).
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significant difference between the groups (Z(137, 89) = -2.299, p = .022). The control group 
(Mean = 1.16, Median = .935) includes dynamic information more often than the DAT 
participants (Mean = .911, Median = 0).  
5. Discussion. The finding concerning the equal inclusion of left and right by DAT patients and
healthy controls supports the findings by Flicker et al. (1988) who observed that DAT patients 
performed worse on a left/right road map test than control participants. However, neither 
Brouwers et al. (1984) nor Cherrier et al. (2001) observed such a significant difference between 
DAT and control participants, indicating that the left/right orientation skills in DAT patients 
require further investigation. While my finding indicates that there is a difference in the usage of 
these terms, the overall usage of these terms in the narratives was very low (healthy: .25% of all 
words with only 9/89 participants using one or both of the terms; DAT: .06% of all words with 
only 2/137 participants using one or both terms), likely due to the fact that this information is not 
central to the depicted scene (i.e. it’s not important whether the mother’s left or right foot is in 
the puddle or whether the boy uses his left or right hand to get a cookie out of the jar). This 
overall minimal use of these terms might have influenced my significant finding. To ensure that 
these are robust findings, the production and comprehension of these terms as well as their 
applicability to real-world navigation and orientation tasks should be empirically investigated 
further. As pointed out by Fraser et al. (2016) the short length of the picture descriptions might 
also not be sufficiently appropriate for this kind of corpus analysis.  
The findings concerning the different use of locational/static and directional/dynamic 
prepositions were unexpected and new. To my knowledge, no such difference with respect to 
these spatial terms and concepts has been reported for DAT patients. Yet, these findings can be 
connected to the observations about the spatial domain in two ways: the difference between 
routes and landmarks in navigation tasks, and the relational framework of spatial terms. 
5.1 LANDMARKS AND ROUTES. Many researchers that have tested DAT patients on their route 
learning abilities include a ‘landmark’ test. During the learning phase of a novel route, different 
landmarks (usually 5-10) are pointed out to the participants by the experimenters. Out of all the 
aspects tested by the experimenters in the route learning tasks, DAT patients seem to perform 
best on tests related to the landmarks (and consistently perform worse on the actual navigation 
and locating tasks). deIpolyi et al. (2007) report that DAT participants performed equally well to 
healthy controls on a landmark recognition task in which they were shown photographs of the 
landmarks and had to indicate whether the landmark was seen on the route. This performance of 
DAT patients could be seen as comparable to the inclusion of locative/static spatial information 
as the landmarks are static. In contrast, the DAT patients perform worse when asked to recall the 
learned route correctly which could be comparable to the inclusion of directional/dynamic 
information in narratives. However, these findings are not fully consistent with those reported by 
Cherrier et al. (2001) who found significant differences between DAT patients and healthy 
participants on such a landmark recognition task. Thus, it seems worthwhile to further 
investigate the static/locative information that DAT patients can recognize, comprehend and 
produce correctly.   
5.2 RELATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR SPATIAL MEANING. The significant differences between static 
and dynamic spatial prepositions can be aligned with Chatterjee’s (2008) observations about the 
semantics of spatial terms. He divides the semantic aspects of spatial language into four 
components along two dimensions (static/dynamic and intrinsic/extrinsic), as shown in table 1. 
The intrinsic dimension refers to properties of the object, while the extrinsic dimension puts the 
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object into a relation with another object. The static dimension excludes movement whereas the 
dynamic classification requires movement. 
Intrinsic Extrinsic 
Static Object, proper Locative relations 
Dynamic Manner of motion Path of motion 
Table 1: Semantic Framework 
The four possible categories are consequently ‘static and intrinsic’ which are properties of the 
object itself (e.g. color, size, texture). The category ‘static and extrinsic’ describes the object in a 
static relation with another object (e.g. the first object is on/in/under the second object). The 
category ‘dynamic and intrinsic’ refers to movement the object can perform itself (e.g. rotate, 
roll). Lastly, ‘dynamic and extrinsic’ describes movement of the object along a path and 
therefore in relation to the world/ another object (e.g. the first object is going towards/into/onto 
the second object). As can be seen from these explanations, the extrinsic categories reflect the 
different spatial prepositions of English. In relation to my findings, this means that the DAT 
patients show a stronger deterioration in the ‘dynamic and extrinsic’ category than in the ‘static 
and extrinsic’ category. This warrants further investigation into the patterns of spatial language 
deterioration of DAT patients. One could expect a similar pattern of deterioration for the intrinsic 
categories, but reflected in different word categories in English. The ‘intrinsic and static’ 
category of object would likely include nouns, whereas the ‘dynamic and intrinsic’ category 
would be represented by verbs (Chatterjee, 2008). However, that prediction of a similar split in 
the intrinsic category as observed for the extrinsic category seems to go against previous findings 
that DAT patients use markedly fewer nouns than healthy controls and more verbs (Bucks et al., 
2000; Fraser et al., 2016). Neither offers detailed analysis into the semantics of the words in the 
categories they analyzed; thus, especially for the verbs it is possible a detailed analysis of the 
spatial and non-spatial verbs could provide more detailed insights. The current trend of ‘dynamic 
and intrinsic’ as well as ‘static and extrinsic’ being preserved the most in DAT patients seems 
puzzling.  
A more detailed investigation of the usage of verbs by DAT patients could also investigate 
the variability of linguistic deterioration further. The findings concerning left/right - terms used 
by only two DAT patients - as well as previous work (Fraser et al., 2014, among others) - 
indicate that the linguistic behavior of DAT patients could benefit from a more fine-grained 
investigation. This also includes the possible effects of the age of onset and sex as variables 
affecting the linguistic deterioration as Bucks et al. (2000) have suggested.  
6. Conclusion. Dementia of the Alzheimer’s type is initially characterized by the inability of the
patients to navigate space effectively and a deterioration of the language skills. In this work, I 
have shown through a corpus study that the spatial navigation deficit is reflected in the spatial 
language production of DAT patients in narratives: While they perform equally well to healthy 
participants when it comes to static and locative information, DAT patient provide significantly 
less dynamic and directional information. Furthermore, they also use the terms left and right less 
in their spontaneous description of the cookie theft picture. Despite the limitations of this 
research, it makes one very important contribution: it establishes that DAT patients show 
different command of static and dynamic spatial language. This difference had not been observed 
before and calls for more detailed investigation of the production and comprehension of these 
terms as well as whether such performance is linked to the spatial navigation skills of these 
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patients to see if these two cognitive skills are independently affected or deteriorate alongside 
one another.  
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